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High-Frequency Ground Motion Simulations



Study area of the Southern California Earthquake 
Center’s High Frequency project, simulating the 
2014 Mw 5.1 La Habra, California earthquake. 
Shown are the “small” domain through the inner 
box and partially the “large” domain through the 
outer box. Additionally, the locations of the 
earthquake’s epicenter and three stations are given. 

The screenshot was obtained from: 
http://u.osmfr.org/m/560152/.

http://u.osmfr.org/m/560152/


High-F Project

Visualization of the seismic wave field for a 
simulation of the 2014 Mw 5.1 La Habra 
Earthquake. Shown are the amplitudes of 
the horizontal particle velocities after seven 
seconds of simulated time.





Verification

Right figure: Comparison of EDGE’s South-North velocity 
component (red) to EMO3D’s High-F solution (black). Shown 
are synthetic seismograms for the three stations depicted 
below. The seismograms were low-pass filtered at 5Hz. 
EDGE’s respective ground motion simulation harnessed 
1,536 nodes of the Frontera machine for a total of 48 hours 
to advance the used 2.1 billion tetrahedral elements in time.
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Extreme Scale Discontinuous 
Galerkin Environment (EDGE)
• Uses ADER Discontinuous Galerkin Finite Element 

Method with tetrahedral elements


• Focus: Static meshes with high geometric complexity


• Unique support for fused simulations exploiting inter-
simulation parallelism 


• Parallelization: JITted kernels for highest performance on 
many recent CPU architectures (AVX, AVX2, AVX512, 
ASIMD, SVE); advanced OpenMP+MPI for hidden 
communication 


• Extremely scalable with sustained petascale performance: 
10.4 FP64 PFLOPS on Cori II, 1.1 FP32 PFLOPS in AWS 


• Supporting tools for surface meshing, constrained 
velocity-aware volume meshing and partitioning 


• Core solver and all tools are open source software 
(BSD-3), modeling and simulation pipeline relies 
exclusively on open source software (https://dial3343.org)

33 77 92 33 77 92

50 50 142 125 20 125125

50 50 142 125 81 24

142

Illustration of all involves sparsity patterns for a fourth 
order ADER-DG discretization in EDGE. The numbers 
on top give the non-zero entries in the sparse matrices.

Visualization of a velocity-aware 
tetrahedral mesh for the small La Habra 
simulation region. The example shows a 
highly increased mesh resolution in the 
near-surface parts of the Los Angeles 
basin. Some partitions in the North-
West part of the computational domain 
are excluded. The epicenter is located 
in the center of the computational 
domain. The user also defined a 
cylindrical high-resolution region around 
the epicenter in addition to the velocity-
derived target edge lengths.  

Exemplary illustration of an MPI-partition 
for an unstructured tetrahedral mesh.

https://dial3343.org


Next-Generation Local Time Stepping



Challenge: Heterogeneous Time Steps

Illustration of the time step distribution for the 237,861,634-element  
2014 Mw 5.1 La Habra setting. The solid line shows the time step density of  
the mesh elements. The time step relative to  is given on the x-axis and the 
element density on the y-axis. 
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Solution: Next-Generation Local Time Stepping Scheme

C1 = [λ ⋅ ΔtCFL
min , 2λ ⋅ ΔtCFL

min ),

C2 = [2λ ⋅ ΔtCFL
min , 22λ ⋅ ΔtCFL

min ),
…

CNc
= [2Nc−1λ ⋅ ΔtCFL

min , ∞) .

Illustration of the time step distribution for the 237,861,634-element  
2014 Mw 5.1 La Habra setting. The solid line shows the time step density of  
the mesh elements. The gray boxes show the density of the used clustering  
scheme with . On top of each cluster the number of contained  
elements is given.The time step relative to  is given on the x-axis and the 
element density on the y-axis. 

λ = 0.81
ΔtCFL

min



Parallel LTS Scheme
• Developed tailored data layout to share an element’s 

time integrated DOFs required by face-neighboring 
elements; options:


• Neighbor has same time step (1x)


• Neighbor has smaller time step (0.5x)


• Neighbor has larger time step (2x)


• Designed efficient parallelization for shared and 
distributed memory domain


• Added LTS support to preprocessing:


• Derive optimal parameter 


• Mesh partitioning considers weights for elements 
(computation) and faces (communication)


• Reorder elements for partitioning and LTS algorithm

λ ∈ ]0.5,1]

(a) (b)

(c) (e)(d)

Fig. 6. Illustration of EDGE’s next-generation clustered local time stepping
scheme for an element k and its four face-neighboring elements k1, k2, k3
and k4. White boxes indicate, that the element computed the time kernel
and shared respective buffers (if any) with neighbors. Gray boxes indicate
completed time steps.

k1, k2, k3 and k4 have to set their own buffers respectively,
which is not part of the following considerations. Initially, as
shown in Fig. 6 (a), all elements are at the same time level t0
and compute time predictions. Following Eq. (17), element k
integrates its DOFs over the two time intervals [t0, t0+2�t] =
[t0, t2] and [t0, t0 +�t] = [t0, t1], and stores the elastic part:

B1
k = T

e
k (t0, 2�t)

B2
k = T

e
k (t0,�t)

B3
k = T

e
k (t0, 2�t) .

(18)

Next, as shown in Fig. 6 (b), we assume that only k1 is
allowed to complete its time step. For this, it uses the time-
integrated DOFs in B2

k. Additionally, k1 computes its next
time prediction. Now, as illustrated Fig. 6 (c), elements k, k1,
k2 and k3 complete their respective time steps. Here, k1 uses
the data in B1

k and B2
k to compute k’s time-integrated DOFs

T
e
k (t1,�t) = B1

k�B2
k. Elements k2 and k3 have the same time

step as k and use the data in B1
k directly. Next, the elements

k, k1, k2 and k3 compute their new time predictions. For k
which now performed its first time step, i.e., nk = 1, we
follow Eq. (17)to update the buffers as follows:

B1
k = T

e
k (t2, 2�t)

B2
k = T

e
k (t2,�t)

B3
k = T

e
k (t0, 2�t) + T

e
k (t2, 2�t) = T

e
k (t0, 4�t) .

(19)

Buffer B2
k is then once again used for updating k1, as shown

in Fig. 6 (d). Further, in Fig. 6 (e), k1 uses B1
k and B2

k for its
update, k2 and k3 use B1

k for their update, and k4 uses B3
k for

its update.

C. Distributed Memory

Our parallel implementation follows the ideas outlined in
[15]. A key difference is given in the communication scheme.
The work [15] sends time buffers or derivatives of elements
which have face-neighbors in other partitions. Our scheme
relies solely on three time buffers, as outlined in Sec. V-B,
which are directly used by face-neighboring elements in the
shared memory domain. For communication w.r.t. the dis-
tributed memory domain, we perform another compression

step. Instead of communicating the values of the entire buffers,
we transform them to a face-local representation first.

Assume that an element k face-neighbors another element
kneigh in a different memory space. In this case, k has to
share data, depending on the time stepping relation, from one
or more of its buffers B1

k, B2
k, B3

k with kneigh. Following
Eq. 11 and Eq.13, kneigh requires this data for its surface
kernel. Element kneigh would now multiply the data with a
flux matrix F̄jk(i),hk(i) 2 RB⇥F . We harness this reduction
from 9 ⇥ B to 9 ⇥ F values by conducting the flux-matrix
multiplication as part of element k’s local update step and
only sending the result of the matrix-product through the
Message Passing Interface (MPI). For a fifth order scheme,
i.e., B = 35 and F = 15, this procedure reduces the amount
of communicated data if the element’s buffers are only used
by one or two face-neighboring elements which is a feasible
assumption for a compact partitioning. Note that this does
not hold for the shared memory domain. In this case, every
tetrahedron has four face-neighbors if not at the boundary of
the spatial domain. Therefore, EDGE uses different approaches
for communication in the shared and distributed memory
domain.

As also done in [15], we partition our meshes by assigning
weights to the elements and faces. Here, we assume that an
element’s computational effort solely depends on the time
step of its respective cluster. This means that elements of
cluster C1 are assigned the weight 2Nc�1, those of C2

the weight 2Nc�2, ..., and those of cluster CNc the weight
20 = 1. Additionally, we assign weights to faces based
on the potential communication volume and frequency of
the adjacent elements. This information is then passed to a
graph partitioner through the dual-graph of the mesh, where
vertices in the dual-graph represent our mesh’s elements, and
vertices our mesh’s faces. As exemplary illustrated in Fig. 7,
this procedure leads to a certain imbalance when considering
the number of elements in a single partition. This means that
partitions with many elements belonging to large time step

Fig. 7. Illustration of two partitionings for the studied 237,861,634-element
2014 Mw 5.1 La Habra setting. (a) shows the used partitioning for 48
processes. (b) shows the used partitioning for 2048 processes. The partitions
are ordered by their total number of elements. Colors in the stacked bar charts
indicate the respective number of elements in the time clusters C1, C2, C3,
C4 and C5 (see Fig. 5).



Performance



Single CPU Performance
• Single processor of Frontera: 28-core Intel 

Xeon Platinum 8280 


• Seismic wave propagation setting using 
viscoelastic attenuation (LOH3)


• ADER-DG (order 5) with 743,066 tetrahedral 
elements


• Comparison to solver SeisSol which 
implements 1st geneneration LTS scheme 
designed for elastic wave equations [IPDPS16]


• Theoretical speedups for LTS:


• : 


• : 

λ = 1.0 2.28 ×

λ = 0.80 2.67 ×

Performance of the two solvers EDGE and SeisSol on a single processor of Frontera 
when running the 743,066-element LOH.3 setting. The FP32 TFLOPS in hardware 

and the speedups over EDGE's single simulation GTS performance are given.

[IPDPS16] A. Breuer, A. Heinecke, and M. Bader, “Petascale Local Time 
Stepping for the ADER-DG Finite Element Method” in 2016 IEEE international 
parallel and distributed processing symposium (IPDPS). IEEE, 2016, pp. 
854-863.



Strong Scalability
• Setup for the 2014 Mw 5.1 La Habra earthquake 


• Model enhancements over High-F version used for 
verification:


• Incorporated topography information


• Reduced cutoff for minimal shear wave velocity 
from 500m/s to 250m/s


• 237,861,634 tetrahedral elements, fifth order ADER-
DG


• Sustained LTS performance on Frontera:


• 2.25 FP32 PFLOPS for single simulation (includes 
zero ops)


• 1.91 FP32 PFLOPS for fused simulations (sparse 
kernels, no zero ops)

86,0616 cores



Strong Scalability

2.11x faster than single 
simulation LTS setting

10.37x faster than 
single simulation GTS 

setting

• Setup for the 2014 Mw 5.1 La Habra earthquake 
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Strong Scalability
• Setup for the 2014 Mw 5.1 La Habra earthquake 


• Model enhancements over High-F version used for 
verification:


• Incorporated topography information


• Reduced cutoff for minimal shear wave velocity 
from 500m/s to 250m/s


• 237,861,634 tetrahedral elements, fifth order ADER-
DG


• Sustained LTS performance on Frontera:


• 2.25 FP32 PFLOPS for single simulation (includes 
zero ops)


• 1.91 FP32 PFLOPS for fused simulations (sparse 
kernels, no zero ops)

Strong scaling was basis for a series of follow-up simulations 
with 16 fused kinematic sources (not part of IPDPS22 work): 

• 242595220 9.92×

Min vs #Elements Theoretical 
LTS Speedup

#Frontera 
Nodes Runtime

250m/s 242,595,220 9.92 128 12.23h

150m/s 434,379,012 10.76 768 19.00h

100m/s 421,290,625 6.53 2,048 14.86h



The Many Details



Contributions

• Incorporated anelastic wave equations into 
solver EDGE


• Designed new local time stepping scheme 
for highly efficient simulations with 
viscoelastic attenuation


• Developed new communication scheme 
minimizing the pressure on the memory and 
network


• Introduced end-to-end preprocessing 
pipeline which enables efficient and large 
scale high-frequency ground motion 
simulations 
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